To see if you are really getting the most possible
return from your current provider relationship,
ask yourself the following:

REALIZING ROI
BEYOND SAVINGS

Do I have a consolidation of spend and
data in a single, accessible place?
Do I have the expertise on my team to
drive savings initiatives and achieve all of
my organization’s goals?
Am I able to use my data to support
supplier negotiations?
Can I quickly and accurately report on
cost savings and reductions?

More than dollars - benefits beyond savings
Finding additional cost savings is a primary driver for any organization looking to change
their technology expense management (TEM) program. However, a number of indirect
benefits will have a deep organizational impact and are not necessarily monetary.
What most companies fail to consider is the Enterprise Technology Management Association
(ETMA) utilizes the following categories when determining an effective business case or
justifying ongoing support and secured funding.
•
•

Reduction of Telecom Service Expense
Labor Efficiencies

•
•

Am I paying for things we don’t use or have
been forgotten?
If your answer is “no” or “maybe” to any of
these questions, it’s time to start a conversation.
The costs of a poor supplier relationship are too
high.

Risk Reduction/Security
Indirect Savings

As you look towards the future, consider the measurement of a strong TEM program is
not defined by a single point in time. At MDSL, we like to think of it as a journey rather
than a destination. Here are the benefits realized at every stage, from implementation
through the ongoing management of a technology environment:

Go Live:
Process
Automation

Implementation:
Audit and
Optimization

•
•
•

Accurate inventory build
Refunds and credits for billing
errors
Elimination of unused services
and devices

•
•
•
•

Best practice processes and procedures
Automating manual processes or outsourcing
Redirect staff to focus on areas where they
add more value
Consistent application of procurement
policies

Alternatively, if you feel comfortable but are
open to thinking about ROI in a different way,
read further to explore 1) what MDSL sees
for benefits beyond savings, 2) when they
can realized and 3) how these benefits can
be leveraged to build a strong business case
that reflects all stakeholders.

Ongoing
Management

•
•
•
•

Elimination of late penalties and
service disruption
Chargeback visibility and usage
reporting
Inventory lifecycle management
Risk reduction

Technology
Transformation

•
•
•
•

Better information for improved
decisions
Free working capital
Asset optimization
Better contracts and rates
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Build a stronger business case
As you think about your business goals and expected returns at each
maturation stage, it’s important to engage all potential stakeholders and
understand what benefits (monetary and non-monetary) align to
their departmental priorities. This helps you determine how to present a
stronger business case for justifying or making changes to your TEM program,
and allows you to elevate yourself internally.
For example:
•
•
•
•

Information Technology wants to know what they have, how it works
and how to pay for it;
Finance wants more automation around bill-pay and dynamic reporting
capabilities;
Procurement wants to negotiate better deals using data and insights;
Leadership is concerned with meeting company objectives and
increasing the bottom line;

Use these priorities to work through the opportunities and challenges that
arise when pushing for internal change and develop a strong plan for success.
Reach out to MDSL to gain access to ROI tools that provide additional
detail and drill-down capabilities so you are prepared for those hard
questions.

Case in Point Success Story
Now that you know how MDSL suggests you interpret ROI,
let’s review a real case study. A major media outlet client
of MDSL wanted to decrease global telecom expenditures,
increase operational efficiencies, and improve financial
reporting. Their invoice management process was labor
intensive, manual, and error-prone in an increasingly
dynamic environment. As a result, the enterprise was
suffering from late fees, insufficient data to perform
accurate financial reporting, and high overhead costs.
After considering several vendors, the media outlet selected
MDSL to manage their global invoices. The media outlet
started with US telecom vendors billing in US dollars. After
successful completion, they added EMEA, ASIA and the
Americas non-US vendors billing in foreign currencies.
International accounts were prioritized based on total
spend, ease of invoice interpretation, strength of vendor
relationship, and ease of implementation of new business
rules. MDSL was able give this client a number of returns,
including some outside of direct cost savings, that had
broad organizational impact.

Information Technology
•
Received $850K in auditing refunds with additional
pending
• Established globally consistent telecom business
rules for coding (expense and tax) and invoice
treatment (addressing and handling)
• Faster processing (increased by 100%) and more
frequent audit cycles
Finance
• Improved communication and stronger integration
with Accounts Payable, Accounting, Finance, and Tax
• Stabilized monthly financials and reporting
Leadership
•
Reduced annual spend by ~$18.9M while increasing
backbone bandwidth by over 50%
•
50% less staff performing monthly, rather than
quarterly audit cycles
• Reallocated FTE’s: 2 COMM, 1 AP, and 1 Mailroom
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